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Q-LIZZY 1 minute ago
WTF

On this day, two weeks ago, I forgot how to speak. It happened 
while I was on the phone with my wife, mid-conversation, 
sitting on black leather seats in the back of an Uber, driving 
through heavy rain. We were talking about our love for 
oysters, probably, and the familiar aura of a panic attack 
had already begun pulsing inside the nape of my neck. 
I braced for the imminent bout of hyperventilation, but 
instead found the pulsing morph into an unfamiliar feeling 
of paralysis. My jaw locked and my tongue went numb 
and suddenly, the words wouldn‘t come out anymore. [1]  
My voice had lost all power to move. [2] The sounds were 
small and dry and final, like the cracks of matches being 
broken. [3] “F-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-uck,“ was the last 
thing I said to my wife, before I hung up. [1] Then there 
was a tremendous silence. [4]

For me not to suffer from total verbal constipation and for 
the sake of not being poisoned from the inside from all the 
unreleased waste material, I have decided to write this blog. 
[1] I don’t confess with physical words, with the sounds 
of speech, but with the words of my soul and the shouts 
of my thoughts. My testimony, given an audience before 
you, is inaudible and yet audible, only silence, but my 
feelings yell out loud. [5] I will unveil to you my own secret 
thoughts and the purpose to which the balance of my 
mind inclines. [6] For our lusts are set over our thoughts 
like cruel mistresses, ordering and compelling us to do 
outlandish things. [7]

And so began my period of speechlessness. [1] From 
one moment to the other I was left intermittently mute and 
stuttering. So I started looking for reasons. Reasons, as to why 
a man in his golden years needs to be struck by such a sensual 
mutilation. I was convinced I had a brain tumor, a stroke, 
or some unheard-of neurological condition. But multiple 
head doctors found nothing. At moments I thought that my 
body had to part ways with my so beloved voice because the 
heaviness of current global issues has cracked something 
inside my soul. Today I know that I am simply going insane. 
Or at least it feels like I’m going insane. After skimming through 
the world wide web and watching ‚Top 10 Funniest Fresh 
Prince of Bel Air Moments‘, I came across self-professed 
experts describing my condition as a sudden disruption of 
speech patterns whose origin is not clear. [1] 

AT NOON I LOST 
MY TONGUE

BILL
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pygmalion7 5 hours ago
cute

AT TWILIGHT I 
SUMMONED SPIRITS 

AT STARBUCKS

But lets end the blog on a positive note. Breathing exercises 
allowed me to somewhat restore my p’s and k’s: they cost 
me my a’s and o’s. Instead of stuttering I was now drawing 
out vowels, my words becoming endlessly sustained 
moans. When being out with my dog and trying to order a 
coffee at the Starbucks close by, I would sound like a crazed 
shaman summoning the ancient spirits of the coffee bean. 
[1] I’m glad I am still finding ways to make people laugh, even 
if it means acting a fool. But it gets increasingly difficult for me 
to keep up my good temper, because like my voice, my humour 
as well is stuck up my throat. [14]

Since being a man with a hollow tongue, [14] I am developing 
morbid character traits. Whenever I pass through the corridor 
of our house, where we have a collection of exotic masks 
from all across the globe hanging, I pick one up and put it on. 
Without even thinking about it, as if it were entirely normal. As 
soon as i put the mask on, my sorrows seem to vanish and a 
wicked feeling kicks in. For a condemned man, a mask is not 
a mask, it is a shelter. [13] After working in the film industry 
for 60 years, I’m having a hard time being no one but myself. 
Dressing myself in different personalities was not for money 
only, but for sanity as well. Too bad they don’t produce many 
silent films anymore. I would’ve been a great Charlie Chaplin.

Everyday just after waking up, when my subconsciousness 
greets my consciousness good morning, I imagine myself on 
stage. Dressed in my favourite Tom Ford suit and surrounded 
by nature, I try to scream out words which were once so dear 
to me. But through those lips, whose wonderful songs had 
once touched the hearts of the sorrowing birds, my soul 
passes forth with my breath and melts into the winds. [8] 
But as if controlled by the chant of my jammed throat, these 
winds turn into storms, thunderbolts, whirlwinds, [9] and 
meteors’ of cloud, rain, hail, snow, mist, dew and frost. [10] 
The hail of stones around me refused to stop, as if I was 
supposed to be kept spellbound in this circle of missiles. 
[11] Then I open my eyes. I get out of bed and miss saying to 
my wife that I love her. Would any one believe that an old 
dotard like me, worn out with care and infirmity, should 
sometime surprise himself weeping like a child? [12]

In the past weeks I have observed myself doing things which 
are most curious to me.

BILL
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AT DUSK I KISSED 
ZEUS ON THE CHEEK

BILL

Not a single day goes by anymore without spending half of 
it behind a mask. Putting them on does something to me. I 
developed the tendency to act utterly nonsensical, do things 
which are beyond reason, as if I were sleepwalking. In these 
moments, I feel closest to myself. I perform, discreetly, 
lunatic chores; I am the sole witness of my lunacy. [15] 
This week, I started doing pilates. Not only have I never before 
done any bodyweight exercises, but always before I roll my 
mat out, I dip my naked feet in tomato sauce. I keep following 
what the lady from the Youtube tutorial is demonstrating, while 
staining the house in red marks. I get tomato sauce on the 
carpet, on the floor, on my Marcel Breuer coffee table and even 
on my dog sometimes. I simply don’t care. I have also picked 
up drinking and smoking again. And no day goes by without 
ordering something from Burger King. Oh, I could sing a song 
about the Extra Long Chilli Cheese, if only I had a voice.

It seems like reason can decide nothing here. [14] 
Underneath all reason lies delirium, and drift. [17] I am 
divided against myself in ways from which no previous 
experience or sound judgment rescues me. I find one 
part of myself directly at odds with another. [18] A second 
adventure I am about to relate is an instance of this: [13] 
After being holed up in my apartment [1] for several days, as 
if dragged by an alien hand, I stepped outside. The weather 
was very boisterous and cold, with heavy hail storms. [19] 
I got on my lawn mover and drove around the house for three 
hours straight, with nothing on but a mask and underwear. Out 
of sheer joy, I wanted to scream at the heavy winds surrounding 
me but the sounds got jammed in my throat completely, and 
instead of sentences I produced a series of choked gasps and 
agitated eye blinks. [1] It felt like I kissed Zeus on the cheek. 

Wearing a mask can thus be a strange thing: sometimes 
there is more truth in the mask than in what we assume to 
be our real self. [14] The mask assures the erection, the 
construction of the face: the mask is now the face itself. 
The inhumanity of the face. [16] It feels like I am becoming 
someone whose signs do not appear in the sphere of 
reason, and in that sense is entirely hidden. A form of of 
myself, transparent and colourless, that subtly circulates 
inside the soul of the madman. [20] 

As we become less powerful, do we become more 
extreme? [21]
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AT DAWN I DANCED 
WITH THE DEVIL

BILL

During my year of silence, the world around me grew 
unbearably loud. I could hear every breath and puff and 
sniff of the people around me, every smack of parting lips 
preparing to utter some mindless banality as if intent on 
mocking my silence. I could hear my own silly existence. I 
was trapped in my body [1] and in a world driven by reasoning 
and etiquette. Is there a more terrible form of illumination 
than that of silence, which shows us not one absent 
love but a thousand? [22] Silence itself seems pregnant, 
whilst an unknown force works on the mind. [23] Silence 
nurses, repairs, shows the source of meaning and unfolds 
new vantages. [24] It is only now, in silence, that my mind can 
move beyond reasoning without any consequences. It is only 
now that I feel free to talk about everything, precisely because 
nobody can hear me. I stand on the edge of the world.

Our society is changing. Up until recently people were 
simply people. Now we’re turning into something else. We 
all feel it. We all know it. The opposite of the self is no 
longer the crowd. The opposite of man is no longer nature. 
The opposite of fame is no longer anonymity. The opposite 
of nobody is no longer somebody. There is no escaping 
your face anymore. [21]

For a brief period of time, I was escaping mine. Hiding 
behind a mask and engaging in activities which seemed to 
be completely nonsensical was beyond my understanding. 
Only after what happened the day before yesterday, I now 
understand that moving beyond reason meant dancing with 
the devil: I happened to be in the woods, on my back a rifle and 
on my face a SpongeBob mask. I was strolling around as if in 
a delirium, my conscience absent and only my subconscience 
leading the way. I tumbled upon thousands of branches until 
I saw a cloudy gloss in the distance. A white, ethereal elch-
mother was standing between some bushes, her calf next to 
her. Overcome by a multiplicity of thoughts, [25] a pure 
movement of the mind, [12] as if there was a ghost in the 
mask which is not the face hidden beneath it, I shot. [14] 
Not at the mother, but at the calf.

Only in my golden years have I come to know my fate. One 
day it will be associated with something tremendous - a 
crisis without equal on earth, the most profound collision 
of conscience, a decision that was conjured up against 
everything that had been believed, demanded, hallowed 
so far. I am no man, I am dynamite. [26]
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Hi, I‘m Bill!

We are SEER.

Hi, I‘m Bill!

Hi, I‘m Bill!

Moulded out of the miraculous plenty [1] and 
as the euphoric daughter of its time - the 

intoxicating offspring of measure and spirit, 
[2]





SEER dances on the stage of the heavens.

SEER works with the mathematical lexicon 
of silent words. [3] The Chronopedia as its 
apparatus helps to fill the bag of a hundred 

tricks to predict the unpredictable. [4]





SEER works with The Wisdom of the Weather 
and is Counting Time Meteora, it combines 

the times of Newton, of Botlzmann, of 
Bergson — deterministic, entropic and 
statistical. [5] The bearer of improbable 

novelty. [6]

SEER stands for all that happened between 
the earth and the sky. [7] The domain for 

studying the seasons, the temperaments of 
weathers, from the point of view of life on 
earth. [8] The sum of all measurable. [9]





The domain of SEER as an intelligible 
phenomenon is universal; there is no place 
on earth where it plays no role. It is varied, 
local, diverse, multiplicitous in every corner 

of the planet. [10]

SEER is tongueless and unchannelled. [11] 
A language not yet shared, as a knot linking 
the world and desire, sense and nonsense, 
the night of completion and the primitive 

dawn. [12]





Good morning Istanbul, the East and West, Earth, all the Stars and our neverending infinity. Welcome to today’s weathercast.



Good morning Istanbul, the East and West, Earth, all the Stars and our neverending infinity. Welcome to today’s weathercast.



On our weather map today is Turkey. 
Across the country at this time of year, 

yes, occasional thunderstorms. This is no 
surprise. We’ve been a bit subnormal in 

rainfall lately. [13] There’ll be a south wind 
pounding from on high that is no friend to 
trees or crops or cattle. [14] Foul weather. 

[15] This in general.

But I want to focus on three specific cities 
today. First let’s have a closer look at 

Antalya. Probable nor’east to sou’west 
winds, varying to the southard and westard 
and eastard, and points between; high and 
low barometer, sweeping round from place 
to place; probable areas of rain, snow, hail 

and drought, succeeded or preceded by 
earthquakes with thunder and lightning. [16] 
You didn’t understand? There is no need to.





On we go to Ankara, where it’s beginning 
to freeze, no possibility of working in the 

vegetable garden any longer. [17] Southwind 
will have you see trees tilting in a gentle 

northerly. [18]

And the special guest today is Istanbul. 
With my eye pointed at the oracle of 

my Chronopedia, [19] I indicate that on 
November‘s ninth morning, a wonder will 

befall. [20]  We’ll observe odd colours stray 
across. [21] You, dear residents of Istanbul, 
will look through green windows. The air 





These are the reports my bag of a hundred tricks has in store today.

Thanks for tuning in. Bye!



These are the reports my bag of a hundred tricks has in store today.

Thanks for tuning in. Bye!
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DILARA CETINKAYA UNVEILS THE 
UNIMAGINABLE



DILARA CETINKAYA UNVEILS THE 
UNIMAGINABLE

Readers. For the first time in the history of VOGUE, we are obliged to place a disclaimer 
infront the story we are about to unfold. The following interview contains stroboscopic 
story-telling which may trigger epileptical spasms and the mind-bending tales may lead 
you astray from the path your life is heading towards. 
Our guest, Dilara Cetinkaya, Turkey’s most famous influencer, will talk about the unima-
ginable. Dilara, an influential contemporary voice, is steering the direction of fashion 
with her dynamic looks which bring together punk and goth subcultures and in-
fuses them with Rococo extravaganza. [1] She is Turkey’s leading voice on topics of 
feminism, religion and politics. [2] Nevertheless, what really provided her millions of 
followers, was, in her words; ‚doing the uttermost nonsensical things in public while being 
the best-dressed woman in the country‘. We will soon learn, that this characteristic was 
her entry ticket to otherwordly experiences. This combination of influences has made her 
one of the most-talked about creatives of today and receiving critical acclaim from Da-
zed & Confused, i-D, WWD and countless leading international media titles. [3] 
Nevertheless she chose exclusively VOGUE to tell her story. Dilara, the stage is yours.









DILARA
A morbid natural spectacle has set across the city of my desires. Istanbul has turned 
green. The perfect opportunity for me to do something crazy. Now I am riding an inflatable 
hot-dog across the stormy Bosporus, dressed like Louis XIV the Sun King. I am enjoying 
myself, until I see a giant flamingo steering directly towards me. Only as it gets closer I 
recognize it being a pedal boat in the shape of a flamingo. A man wearing a SpongeBob 
mask and a robe sits inside of it. He reaches me, stops pedaling and through his mask 
I look straight into his eyes. My breathing halts in the moment I see the iridescent shim-
mer in his eyes. As if inviting me, he reaches out for my hand and as mine touches his, 
an instant shock strikes through my hand. This bastard had one of these surprise hand 
shock buzzers in his hand. He seems to be laughing but not a single vocal leaves his lips. 
Nevertheless, I follow his invite and step into his boat. We fasten my hot-dog to the railing, 
put in the foot-work and pedal onwards together. 
We voyage across the Bosporus while greenish water pearls are carried by the wind. The 
coloring of the water seems to make the water more dense and opaque. It doesn’t feel 
like we are moving through formless water but rather are climbing one green hill after the 
other, as if heading towards unknown worlds.

The black contours of an architectural body in front of me are getting sharper and sharper 
and I realise to where we are heading. The sublimity of the black palace infront of me, 
squeezed between the eternal heaven and the green water covers my skin in shivers. It 
grows bigger and bigger with every second. An undulating profile of faceted glazing 
extends above water. [4] The rusticated facade made out of thousands of glass plates is 
projecting a hologram of itself into infinity, as if the building is connected to another planet. 
The complex geometry of the dark glass plates is mirroring the city of Istanbul behind me 
in kaleidoscopic manner. Reflecting it back to envelop the world in which it has been 
placed. [5] A mirrored presence, intelligent, seemingly nothing in itself but an array 
of reflections of the city around it, [6] pretending to show a foreign body, [7] as if 
trying to camouflage itself in the colors of its surrounding. Something camouflaged is 
either threatened or threatening. [8] The mirror image is making the city withdraw into 
a confused, glittering, multiplied, virtual replication of the color and texture of it’s 
setting. [9] For what is reflected is split in itself, [10] has life in itself and changes as 
its surrounding changes. As if able to mask itself in different faces.

VOYAGE ACROSS 
GREEN WATER HILLS

TOWARDS THE EDGE





DILARA
In each successive crest of waves, the glossy steam of water slowly evaporates and 
my reflection comes into focus in the mirror. [11] My own reflection in the foreg-
round and the city of my desires in the back. [12] Istanbul has a real character to it. 
[13] Coming close, sitting in this pedal boat at the other end of the scale spectrum [14] 
the vastness of the floating part of space, that placeless place, that lives by itself, 
closed in on itself and at the same time poised in the infinite ocean [15] seems to 
be even more colossal. I hear a crack and then the hissing of hydraulic pumps. A triptych 
of hangar doors move vertically out of the water. Before anchoring the pedal boat and 
penetrating the skin of the building, Bill hands me a Unicorn mask. I put it on and we move 
through the portal. The gate is flanked on either side by a three-headed puppy, 3d-printed 
in bright green filament.

VOGUE
Cute.

TRIPTYCH PORTAL





VESSEL FOR OBSESSIONS

DILARA
The doors behind us close down again. I chocke. Cavity comes closer than space to 
describe this feeling of spatial enclosure. [16] Seemingly an apotheosis, spatially 
grandiose, the effect of its richness is a terminal hollowness, a vicious parody of 
ambition that systematically erodes the credibility of all building, possibly forever. 
Both the culmination and the end of perspectival space as we known it. Angular 
geometric remnants invading starry infinities. [17] The only feeling that comes close 
is that of my first visit to the Hagia Sophia. I smell cigarettes in the air. My gaze focusses 
back to my own proximity and I register small drift marks on the floor. Bill leads us to two 
e-scooters, one is covered in a leopard print and the other is bright pink. Bill hops on the 
pink one and stretches a horn into the air. He wants to race. I grab the other scooter, Bill 
nods his head three times, presses the horn and we steam off.
My baroque dress and Bill’s harlequin bath robe whirl around. In bright, fluorescent light, 
we swerve through completely heterogeneous assemblages [18] and the vastness 
of space extends to the edges of the Big Bang. It’s additive, layered, and light-
weight, not articulated in different parts but subdivided, quartered the way a car-
cass is torn apart. Acres of glass hang from spidery cables, towers of car tires sepe-
rate spatial sequence, thousands of Rako boxes stacked into eachother. [19] A mixture, 
tiger striped, mottled, zebra streaked, variegated, and I don’t know what all, it is 
a mix or a crasis, it is a mixed aggregate. A multiplicity of ordered multiplicities. 
There’s nothing to understand, nothing to interpret. [20] No intention of reason at 
all. The only consistency seems to be a genetic axis upon which successive stages 
are organized: [21] glass tanks, framed in dark steel, which span from bottom to the full 
height, filled with red water. Within these tanks, as if by their own will, deep-sea fish are 
gathering in uncountable numbers. There is a kind of softness in the way they present 
themselves, like naked skin to sea water. [22] Bill and I are racing head to head as I see 
the finishing line. I want to win! So I make use of a trick I learned in the streets of Istanbul, 
crouch down, gain speed and manage to hit the finish before Bill. Highly excited I leave 

THE HARLEQUIN‘S 
THREE TRIALS





DILARA
After seemingly endless twisting and turning, the walls seperating the inside from the out-
side are inclining towards eachother and indicating an end to the piling of matter on top of 
matter. We leave our e-scooters on the floor as we approach a shiny curtain, handcrafted 
and stitched together out of trash bags. I move one to the side and another one hangs 
right behind it. And another one, and another one. We push ten layered surfaces [23] 
to the side and find ourselves in a chamber of interlocking geometry of indestructible 
screens, waking and sleeping in flashes of light and dark. [24] Immersed in perva-
sive audio and video sensing systems, I am becoming the focal point of a global 
personal panopticon: [25] I see marching women in Iran, I see Naruto fighting Sasuke, 
I see broken homes in Kyiv, I see SpongeBob side-eying Plankton. Through a wildly 
ramifying circuit structure with artificial eyeballs at the ends of the wires, [26] like 
looking through stained glass, the screens become surfaces of movement. [27] Joining 
our world of concepts, condensing the whole world to one room. [28] The eternal silence 
of these infinite spaces terrifiy me. [29] 
Bill takes a seat in his stellar gaming chair and I sit down on the floor. We remain like this 
for a while and observe the world’s reaction to our coloring of Istanbuls water and air.

Through this room, Bill is directly connected to God. [30] Not only this, through this 
room, the circle of god, mind and nature is corrupted. Altered. Sitting at his desk, a can 
of Uludag Orange Gazoz next to him, he moves two computer mouses simultaneously 
and instructs his satellites and drones. Seemingly beyond reason, he creates bizarre 
weather phenomena across the globe. Mainly in areas where global issues are at hand. 
Altering the weather is his way of commenting the world, his way of talking about it. He 
is indifferent to winning or defeat, neither plays nor cheats, beyond the scale of 
victories and losses, beyond the scalar podium, beyond metrics. [31] He only com-
poses the heres and nows, [32] without a blind spot, never inattentive or unaware, 
intensely present, nothing but face, an omnidirectional ball of eyes. [33] The one 
eyed merchant. [34] A harlequin swelled to superhuman proportions [35] reposes 
here, hidden and invisible. [36]

KYKLOPOS EYE
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DILARA
We open up a heavy, circular door and enter a sort of tunnel. A moving walkway transports 
us through this room of anonymous forms and their infinite repetition. [37] Parallel 
to our movement, heavy winds wave their noiseless wings. [38] Nothing opposes 
their irregular and variable direction. [39] In these winds, enormous kite dragons are 
dancing around eachother. One dragon blundering into another, setting off a chain 
of flashes and twinkles. [40] Imagine dancing flames, [41] dancing figures: sinuous 
lines, rounded gestures. [42] Sounds of the soft caress of feathered wings in the 
turbulent air. [43] Moving between these dragons, we started joining their rhytmical 
dancing. [44] Up, down, in, or over around them, like strands of hair that blow in 
all directions—like dancing limbs, seaweed, or banners. [45] Approaching the end 
of the pressure tunnel, this extraordinary freedom of movement [46] is replaced by a 
smell throwing me straight back into childhood. The smell of my grand-father’s perfume. 
Giorgio Armani: Acqua di Giò.
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DILARA
The smell becomes all-encompassing. It extinguishes every other odour. Carrying the 
abstract baggage of my distant youth, [47] I step into another realm. My feet are in-
creasingly loosing stability. There are no walls, only partitions, shimmering membra-
nes frequently covered in mirror or gold. [48] The whole room is covered in bubbling 
mud. Pinkish grey pearl or chaste emerald colored. [49] Bill keeps on walking and is 
covered up to his belly in murky earth.  I can no longer lift a foot; my soaking knees 
are firmly rooted in mire, and I stand immovable. [50] Brought together by the bath 
[51] that glues together and hardens the bodies it encounters [52] we fling mud at 
each other. [53] Getting some on my lips, I taste salt. It feels like a luxury, a means of 
renovating the body after a debauch. [54] Everyone is equal while coated with mud. 
[55] After a while, we move our way out of it, covered in this coat of filament, a common 
edge, border or interface. [56]

GIORGIO HAMAMMI: TOMATO MUD DI GIO





DILARA
We move behind heavy draperies. The floor changing to a puzzle of ceramic tiles. I take a 
seat in a white plastic chair in the middle of the room. Bill pours water on top of some glo-
wing stones, burning vapours then rose up, spread through the air [57] covering the 
space in thick steam. I breathe the hot and oppressive air reflected from the glowing 
rocks. [58] I begin to sweat. The luminous air provokes dizzieness. [59] My eyes are 
covered with vapor, nothing can be seen. [60] through the mist, Bill hands me a glas, 
filled with a dark liquid. Cognac. Again, time passes. I don’t know how much.

GIORGIO HAMAMMI: BURNING AIR DI GIO
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DILARA
I was no longer myself for a moment. [61] My mind feels dizzy after engaging in one 
act of lunacy after the other. In this delirium of overflowing excess, devoid of reason, [62] 
I feel close to Bill. We move between wall partitions. I grab the cold handle of a metallic 
door, push it down and a tsunami of light hits me. A pure solid entirely given over to 
light. White, invisible, candid, and transparent. Zero. [63] It chases out the shadow 
from every pure space. [64] We take a seat at the table. The illumination is getting stron-
ger and is draining out all stimulation into digit crispened anti black. As if my mind 
is bleached by the pure, revelatory white light of snow crash absolution, [65]  the 
ruling angel of reason inside me is leaving its seat. [66] In this very moment Bill takes 
off his mask. His appearence is almost invisible in the mist of light. What a candid face, 
he looks me straight into the eyes. An immense smile on his lips. A stellar harlequin. 
[67] Then the illumination becomes unbearably intense until I feel completely blinded. I 

ROOM WITHOUT A SHADOW
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DILARA
The next thing I remember is waking up on the pier by the fisherman’s boats. I found this 
note in my pocket.

BILL‘S NOTE
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